
Prayer Commission Update 

PCCNA Aligned for Mission Conference 

The Prayer Commission was very active during the Aligned for Mission conference.  We met in 
our group together for a time of sharing and prayer where we discussed some of the prayer 
movements that PCCNA is supporting such as: M33, the Called Movement and the Finish 
Initiative.  These movements are seeking to raise up leaders and missionaries, and to see the 
Great Commission fulfilled in greatest move of evangelism that the world has ever seen.  As we 
pray for these initiatives we are Aligning with Mission, as much prayer is needed!   

The Prayer Commission also discussed some prayer initiatives such as the Korean Prayer Project 
with Project Pray and the Adopt a Frontier People initiative with John Robb. 

We prayed together and sought the Lord to ask Him how we as PCCNA can best align and 
partner with Him to further His Kingdom in North America and beyond.  As we prayed and 
sought to hear from the Holy Spirit we formulated some prayer points that were used to lead 
corporate prayer in the evening meeting.  Some of these were: to pray for a new generation of 
intercessors; for a movement of repentance and revival to awaken the church to go outward; for 
the Body of Christ to come together with one vision; for the grace to come out of our silos to see 
His kingdom come. 

We also collected prayer requests after an evening meeting and had many to pray over, which we 
did together the next morning. We trust in God’s goodness and grace to answer each request! 

Update since Prayer Commission meeting: 

Several initiatives were shared in our meeting as mentioned above, Project Pray and John Robb’s 
Adopt a Frontier People. 

Carol was able to participate in the Project Pray initiative and was a team leader for Memphis to 
host a Korean Prayer Team.  It was a great success.  7 Korean ladies came and prayed for 
America and Memphis.  It was a great experience. 

Carol Leake 

 


